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It all started with her in-laws! Monique blames credits them for introducing Myron and 
herself to the game of bridge, albeit a coercive introduction unbeknownst to them! They 

were in their late 80s, living in Toronto. Monique was getting concerned that they may 
need more help in their later years, so she invited them, several times, to come to 
Calgary, to live closer to the family that loves them so much. They insisted that they 
could not move from Toronto because they had a very active lifestyle that included 

playing bridge four times a week. Imagine, playing four times a week with your friends 
in your 80s!! So, Monique said to Myron, she bet they'd move to Calgary if we played 
bridge and would play with them at a club. Well, long story short, that worked! We took 
lessons in February 2006 and they moved to Calgary in October 2006. We've been 

playing ever since. Mom and Dad played N/S, and Myron and Monique played E/W. 
Then Mom's health declined, so Myron and his dad, (our beloved Joe Achtman, 95 3/4 
years young) became the amazing partnership that continues to this day; and Monique 
was seeking a new partner. 

Many will remember her dear partner Gloria Regush (1948 - 2013) whom she met shortly 
after she got the word out that I was looking for a partner who could play bridge better 
than she so that she could continue to learn. Her intention was, and still is, to become a 
good partner for Myron one day. After all they were great partners in life! Gloria had a 

planned activity for almost every night of the week; but Thursday night was open... so 
when Monique heard that she wanted to play bridge on Thursdays, Gloria accepted her 
proposal! Gloria had a lot of sayings that stay with Monique to this day: "A bad night at 
bridge is better than a good night doing ~almost~ anything else," and "Not without my 

partner," and "Don't finesse yourself," "Second plays low - quickly, third plays high..." 
and "I'm leading the best card in my partner's suit!" Many will remember when we were 
playing at the Martinique that Gloria and Monique would bring cookies to celebrate the 
times when they came in first the week before! Gloria was famous for her cookies and 

loved to share! 
Gloria's dream was that they would travel and play bridge together in the daytime and in 
the evening! Well, in 2010, she met them in Phoenix for a few days and they played at a 
local club. They played as often as they could in Calgary given that they both had day 

jobs! When Gloria was diagnosed with brain cancer in 2012, they were extremely 
fortunate that the cancer had spared the bridge-thinking part of the brain! They continued 
to play bridge pretty well until the autumn of 2013, and then they played at their homes, 
and continued to play cards at the hospital until about a week before Gloria’s passing. 

A couple of years ago, Myron and Monique were in Las Vegas. Most people hang out by 
the pools, in the casinos, or go shopping... after a few hours of all that, Myron looked a 
Monique and said, "Now, can we go find the local bridge club?" And of course they did. 
They have made some wonderful friends in Las Vegas as a result of that bridge club visit! 

Monique has a desire to improve at bridge, and to travel. Myron has a desire to improve 
at bridge and to continue to have a happy wife! So Monique believes that bridge and 
travel opportunities are in our future! 



Myron and Monique were asked to present lessons for beginners at the JCC and this has 
helped their bridge game as well. At the Wednesday evening club Monique met my new 
partner, John, a very kind man who is a good bridge player, but relatively new to 

Duplicate. They are learning to communicate and Monique loves his attitude about 
bridge. Some people want to play and call it 'just a game', but John and I want to play and 
win! It's more than a game, it's a mind sport, a communication sport and they are a good 
team! 


